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Jewish students gather to celebrate Sukkot holiday

By NICOLE COWARD

!

with a name, picture or saying to die
paper chain hanging on the outside.
Many of the student participants
expressed their enthusiasm in the
r
building of the sukkah at
the College. Danphraim'95said
"It was a different experience because it's been a long time since I've
done this. It served to remind me of
my heritage and ethnic background.

But this look cooperation to build
something I can touch and feeL
Members of the Jewish Students
Beth Goldstein '97 said. The idea
Association along with members of
was brought up by Greg Lkht 98,
the community and faculty spent
and this was something thatnot a lot
five boors building a sokkah for the
of us would have come up with on
holiday known as Sukkot last Sun
our own. We used our hands and our
day.-;- . '
heads to contribute to something we
Nine members of JS A contribcan all appreciate."
uted to the building of the sukkah.
Rabbi Riemer explained in a
They were helped by
speech Tuesday
Barbara Battin of
evening called
campus ministries; "We used our hands and our heads to
"The Roots of
Our Past" the traRk Martinez of ad- contribute to something we can all appreciate.
first-eve-

'

.

'--

"

--

y-

-

missions;

Peter

Beth Goldstein '97

Pozefeskyofthehis- -

tory department;
Rabbi SethRiemer, advisor of JSA;
and Sam oot of the geology department.

Martinez' wife, Nancy, and their

daughter Lindsay also helped.
"We've never participated in build-

ing a sukkah before," Nancy

Martinez said, "so when I heard
about this I thought rd help out"
The sukkah is a booth created by
.
using blocks filled with sand for

I feel very proud that I can share that
with the community."
Rachel Freeman '98 commented.
"I think it's nice; it's the first time
it's ever been done here. There isn't
a large Jewish population here at
school and it gives us a chance to

Michelle
educate people."
Gershman '95, president of JSA,
sakLTm pleased that students other

than those from JSA participated by
base support, lumber for the frame, , looking at it and helping to decorate
corn stalks and evergreen .tree
Other students talked about the
brancherforfliemofand decorated

.

imdatKmotinLs?sr

ing sheets ofcloth and JSA encour- aged anyone stopping by to help
decoramthesukkahbyaddmgalink

said, "We bufltitwith teamwork. In
other activities I participate in on
campus the results aren't physical.

dition of the

Sukkot holiday
and the building
of die sukkah. The holiday is celebrated for two events: the passing
of the Jewish people through Egypt
in their travels to Israel and the annual harvest moon, when. Jewish
fanners harvest their crops. Riemer
discussed the special irony in these
two meanings of Sukkot: "In one,
we ccnmemorate those who have
no home, and in the other, we celebrate ihe fanner, who has a very
fixed home.": The sukkot were built during the
Jewish cassase through me desert
shelter. Because t
when it was time to move on, the
booths were not very sturdy.
Likewise, the farmers harvesting

photo by UZMADOON

Members of JSA and community members gather Tuesday
afternoon in the sukkah to listen to Rabbi Seth Riemer give a
presentation explaining the Jewish holiday of Sukkot.

A

crops use the sukkot to stay in at
night so that they would not have to
make the trip back into the tillage
every ni
Siiicc the suldarf

stalks, takes a special symbolism

not very sturdy. This vulnerability.
particularly since the roof of the
sukkot consists only of twigs and

Originally the sukkah wai to be

West discusses race, New SGA Senate
democracy at forum
"The problem of the 20th century
is the problem of the color line ...
the hindrance of democracy," stated
Cornel West, guest speaker at
Tuesday's forum event, the second
in a series of 10. His speech,
by students, faculty and com-unity members, bore the same
name as bis
book "Race
Makers."
West, a professor at Harvard Divinity School and a member of the
at-tend-

ed

m

best-selli-

ng

studies department
at Harvard University, referred to
the habit that many people have of
seeing blacks as a problem race.
"Tobecastas a problem people is to
Afro-Americ-

an

Feature

be viewed as objects instead of
people and individuals," be said.
He went on to discuss how black
prrjblems arc often mvisibk arid how
blacks are viewed as being closer to
nature, thus farther from intelligence.
From the issue ofblack problems.
West proceeded to discuss democracy in this nation. "American democracy began with the enslavement of 21 percent of its inhabitants," be said. He added mat "most
of human history is die history of
everyday people forced to bend to
theelite ... because everydaypeople
are seen as material forces to serve
please see WEST, page 2

A&E

page 6

French trip
abroad

will be

please see SUKKOT, page 2

convened

the election is irrelevant when we tor in the race for vice president
consider the quality of the candi- : "The race was so close simply because all the candidates are highly
dates."
Elections for the Student Governwon
the
Sbeehan
qualified
Shannon
'93
and motivated," he said.
new
Senate
ment Association's
and
The turnout of approximately 467
vice president of studentaffairs were position of vice president of student
affairs by a narrow 1 1 votes, one of students was substantial, although it
held at Kitteridge and Lowry dining
the closest victories in the history of was less than the 647 students that
halls this Monday! All of the candielected the SGA cabinet last ApriL
dates for the Senate were elected as the SGA. The votes were recounted
a total of 20 students competed for in accordance with an SGA guide- Approximately 33 percent of the
line that such action be taken in the student body voted, constituted by
26 openings.
class, 42
When asked why an election in case of a victory by less than 5 32 percent of the first-ye24
percent
Emily
sophomores,
percent
turnout.
the
percent
of
of
which aU the carxlidateswereelcc ted
was necessary, SGA President Dan Durham '96 came in second and of juniors and 2 1 percent of seniors.
The senate had six positions open
Ephraim 95 stated. The SGA has a Cameron Flint '97 a close third.
students and five each
for first-ye"I am very excited about the poscommittment to the student body.
I
The remaining
me.
open
now
classes.
to
for
other
the
We have to have a responsible and sibilities that are
plan to make the adhoc committee candidates, all of whom are sophohighly competent group of people
to run the SGA as it is the primary functional and active and get the mores, were elected as senators-at-larg- e.
According to Ephraim, the
participation of the student body by
organization mat addresses the
and the trustees of the College." requesting their presence," said distinction between senators and
senators-a-t -- large, normally
He added that be"would rather have Sbeehan.
Ephraim noted that the quality of
quality than quantity and the fact
see ELECTIONS, page 3
that only 20 candidates competed in candidates was the compelling fac
By GAYAN BANDARA

By MEGHAN FLAHERTY

today.saidRierner. "Uuareminder
mat even in a fragile
id an or

ar

ar

fac-ul- ty

deter-plea- se
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Ohio Wesleyan
beats Scots,
21-1-
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News Briefs

continued from front page

Loo Christiansen, 63, a teacher at the College nursery ichool and wife of
professor Pad Orrigiansfln. a member of the English department, died
Monday at Wooster Commonity Hospital. Memorial contributions may be
made to the College Scholarship Fund in care of the Development Office.

the elite... Democracies are rare in
human society." Commenting on
modern Anierica, he said. Tn 1994,
the most important thing in democ-

West

CAMPUS

racy is the idea that people should
National Hockey League Commissioner Gary Bettman says the NHL will have a say in every part of the govdelay the start of the season if no collective bargaining agreement has been ernment."
West believes that democracy
reached by Oct. 1. The latest negotiations between management and labor
begins
to fall apart when, "poverty
ended Wednesday.
produces
despair, and distrust crePope John Paul II has postponed his trip to the United States until 1995. He
paranoia.''
West, concerned
ates
was to have visited Baltimore, New York and Newark, N. J. next month.
the
with
burdens placed
unfair
tax
as
therapy
more
result
a
physical
of
The pope cancelled his trip lo receive
on the middle and lower classes,
a hip placement this spring.
More evidence has been found in the OJ. Simpson case. Officers found a suggested the possibility of taxing
message from Nicole Simpson saving she never wanted to talk directly to wealth, not just earnings.
violence was also an issue that
again. Los Angeles detectives also confiscated some
her
videotapes of the TV show "Frogman," during the shooting of which West feels has to be resolved in this
nation. He stated that family values
Simpson was trained to use a knife lo stab or kill.
are not enough, that more than just
INTERNATIONAL
two parents are needed to raise a
family.
A neighborhood, a parish,
Thurs-day
Sarajevo
Serbian
destroyed
warplanes
near
British
a
tank
VS. and
onmm
rarity
activities, and extended
to punish Bosnian Serbs for firing at UN. peacekeepers. In retaliation,
necessary to raise a
family
are
all
Bosnian Serbs are threatening to attack U. N. personnel. The unmanned
child.
Without
these things. West
-zone,
Serb tank was in a U.N. imposed exclusion
The duties of American forces in the Rwandan relief effort will be taken CTrdained.fcisdiflkfcTachildto
over by humanitarian groups. The American froops have been providing form bonds wim people. Tlus leads
to the market society which people
clean water and food aid flights in the Central African country.
are
living ra right now.
in
mission
Haiti win cost a quarter of a billion dollars far the
The US.
West feels that in a market sociremainder of me year. The money, coming from the Defense Depm intent's
existing funds, in straining the budget so that a request for an additional 2S0 ety, "Non market values like trust,
million dollars will force the Pentagon to ask; Congress for an extra commitment, kindness and gentleappropriation. There are currently 11J0OO ILS. troops in Hani. Seven ness ate pushed to the side.' This
hundred and fifty ILS. Military Police are in place to help curb violent market society is resulting in a
attacks by Haitian police on civilians. Fifteen thousand trocps will be on the "gangster mentality." which. West
ground in Haiti by October 15 to make sure Haiti's military rulers step down said, basically states "I am in it for
as agreed. The earliest the trcops'cpuld begin to withdraw would be after myself and I am going to gain it by :
any means.
Hainan Parliamentary elections set tor Lxxemper.

NATIONAL

ex-husba-

1

nd

--

photo by SARAH SOROOS

Cornel West, acted speaker cm the issue of race relations and author
of the book "Race Matters," spoke at Tuesday's forum.
The third pillar is courage in the
pillar deals with the need for history. He said we need "a highly IWU Ui Wlt MlUVIilUi
nil
defined and sophisticated sense of unexamined life is a life not worth
history. ... A sense of history is living, but examining life is diffineeded to empathize yd identify cult," West said. A person "can't
with frustrations and insecurities of grow unless they feel that they live
other people. We can do this if we in an abyss."
know their situations.
The fourth pillar is vision, which
He feels that people are not held West explained is rooted in a sense
captive to the past but it plays a of history. West said, "I am not
crucial role in bow people approach optimistic about race relations in
the future. When the past is considAmerica." but, "I am a prisoner of
ered, "We can see that no one group hope, and that's something else."
has a monopoly of truth," West He is convinced that the future is
open ended and that"we can make a
added.
The second pillar involves the difference,"
need for empathy. "Empathy is re-- iwWest, as he prepared to conclude
quired for alnTTquality cTconver-sauon- ," hU presentation issued the stateWest said. It requires that ment that "It is always dawn,the day
people use their imagination to place breaks forever. ... Keep working
themselves in different tirnaticm.
towards the greater end."
--

News briefs compiled by BETH CIHA with information from Wire
Services and the Beacon Journal and The Daily Record.

Correction
An international newsbrief in the Sept 16 issue incorrectly identified
Cuba instead of Haiti as the country under invasion by the U.S.

News from the

International

Programs Office,
Watch for posters and fliers
announcing a meeting about
National Security Education
Program's (NSEP) scholarship to fund undergraduate
overseas study.

The meeting will be on
October 4.

For more information,

contact Carolee Tai pale at
Hider House x2406.

Sukkot
taken down yesterday, but JS A was
able to get permission to keep the it
up until this Sunday. This will actually ccrrespced to the Sukkot holiday, as the sukkah is traditionally
kept up for seven days.
Many hope the tradition is here to

stay. Rabbi Riemer said. There
isn't much of a tradition in Wooster
"of the building of the sukkah. That's
why it's so wonderful what the students have done here."

said.! encourage

any-

one that hasn't already, to come
down and explore and experience
the sukkah."

Survive!

A personal protection

AT

Student arrested for open container
By ANDYDUKER

continued from front page

Gershman

pillars that he believes are required
tomend society and tokeep alive the
tradition of democracy. The first

Seminar

Debbie Gardner

A violation of the state open container law resulted m the arrest of a
Wooster student Saturday Sept. 17
near the entrance of the Underground.

Peter A. Dinardo 97 was arrested
and charged with underage possession and resisting arrest. He was
also issued a misdemeanor citation
for having an open container of alcohol in a public place.
According to the police report, an
officer in a police vehicle observed
Dinardo holding a can of Milwaukee beer while walking across BeaD.
Avenue with a group of people.
When the officer stopped his car.
the subjects ran and the officer gave
chase. Upon catching Dinard, he
refused to put his hands behind his
back and allow them to be handcuffed.

Under Ohio state law, it is illegal
to possess an open container of alcohol in any public place. College
property is considered private prop-erty,

Monday,

Sept 26, 1994. 7 pjn., Freedlander TheatreShoolroy Arena

This is an informative seminar that teaches candid, proven
effective measures for preventing violent crime. This r
seminar is a radical departure from traditional crime
prevention

andor karate-typ- e

guidance.

according to Captain Don
Edwards of the Wooster Police, and
is regulated by College policy.
Streets and sidewalks, however, are
under the Wooster Pole's jurisdic

tion. "Once they step out on the
sidewalk," they are on public property, Edwards said.

-

The laws concerning underage
consumption and possession do not

contain restrictions on public and
private property. Edwards added,
and are enforceable by the police on
the College campus.
Resisting arrest consists of resisting or interfering with a lawful arrest of oneself or another person.
This includes resisting by force, or
recklessly by any means, such as
"going limp," according to Edwards.

Open container violations are
minor misdemeanors and have a
maximum fine of $100, Edwards
said. Resisting arrest is a second
degree misdemeanor and has a $750
maximum fine andor up to 90 days
injaiL Underage possession or consumption is a first degree misdemeanor arid has a maximmn fine of
$1000 andor up to six months in
jaiL
College policy concerning open
containers is outlined in the Code of

ResrxTxlirymthe7Scor'iA'ey:

"No open container, carrier or cup
of alcohol beverage is permitted
outside a residential unit" According to The Scot's Key. "The first

--

mfiacticaofanypmctheCoTJege's
alcohol policy results in a discussion with a staff member and a written warning; the second, a required
meeting with a Residence Director
and a letter of warning from the
DnrctorofResideritial Life, the third
a required meeting with the Director
of Residential Life, and penalties
including referral for judicial action, required attendance at the
Chemical Awareness Program, and
or ref erral for an assessment regarding alcohol use."
Ohio's open container law states
that "No person shall have in his
possession an opened container of
beer or intoxicadng liquor in any of
the following circumstances: 1. In a
state liquor store; 2. On the premises
of the holder of any permit issued by
the department of liquor control; 3.
In any other public place; 4. While
operating or being a passenger in or
on a motor vehicle on any street,
highway, or other public or private
property open to the public for purposes of vehicular travel or parking;
5. While being in or on a stationary
motor vehicle on any street, highway, or other public or private property open to the public for purposes
of vehicular travel or parking."
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issues
Visiting professor speaks
on
African
current
'

Europe, but that is far removed from
the kind of superpower rivalry we
had before," he said. "What has
A discussion on current political
been christened as the 'new world
situations in African countries was
is still to be defined," he added.
order
led by Professor Bahru Zewde, the
voiced his concerns about
Zewde
Institute
Ethiopian
the
director of
of
the consequences of modernization
Studies in Addis Ababa, at a small ' Union." Political strife is occurring
gathering of students and faculty in now as the regimes must adjust to in Africa and the economic crisis
that has been occurring since the
Babcock Hall Wednesday night the absence of Soviet influence.
1980's. The figures are very starramifialso
discussed
the
Zewde
modZewde' s expertise deals with
cations of a world order with only tling and frightening," he said.
ern Ethiopia in the context of AfriZewde went on to briefly cover
the Unithed States as a world power.
can history.
some
of the issues being dealt with
powers
"Of course, there are other
Zewde, a historian, began his lecspecific
in
African countries. He
power
economic
as
the
now,
such
of
ture by emphasizing the "global con
talked about the tribal and ethnic
conflicts that have led to political
unrest in Somalia, Rwanda and
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Liberia.
Division of International Programs Abroad
He commented on the role of
119 Euclid Avenue
ethnicity in these countries and the
Syracuse, New York
- dangers of mat role in the modern
global society. "Unless the change
comes from within Africa itself, it's
very difficult It ethnic conflict is
used for political power. It is the

biggest challenge for Africa to over
come."
On the recent abolishment of
apartheid in South Africa and the
shifts in political power that led to
Nelson Mandela being named president Zewde said, "South Africa is
still the only bright hope so far. It
wasone of the worst cases in Africa
uiful the end of the 1980's when
there was a drastic change in the
ruling class ... It was a very smooth
transition" except for a brief period
of unrest he said.
After the formal portion of the
lecture, Zewde continued to share
his opinions in a question and an- -

text in which recent events in Africa
have been unfolding." He said that
the collapse of the Soviet bloc "had
a significant impact on Africa. A
number of regimes have been directly connected to the Soviet

By SUSAN WITTSTOCK

,

swer format. The lecture was sponsored by Ujamma House, the International Students Association, the
Office of International Student Affairs, the Office of Black Student
Affairs and the office of the Dean of
Faculty.
Zewde, who will be completing a
week long visit to Wooster on Sunday, also spoke yesterday on "Nationalism and Revolution in the Horn
of Africa" as part of die Black Studies Seminar, hosted by the Black
Studies Program.
Some information for this
article obtained from a memo
from Susan Figge

Elections

5-3472

1-800-23-

13244-417- 0

SYRACUSE ABROAD

Something to write home about!

Com-Patt-ib-

Programs in Australia, Belgium, England, France,
Germany, Israel, Italy, Spain, and Zimbabwe
Prior foreign language not always necessary
SU credit
Field tripstraveling seminars

.

Us

Flowers A
Gifts
149 N. Grant St.
Wooster

Internships
Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
Home stays or limited apartment placements

(216)264-863-

4

(800)726-865-

4

Your local florist for all occasions.
10 student discount on regular
items for deliveries and pickups in
the Wooster area.
We wire flowers all over the worLL
AUjnqjor credit cards p&&ptd. .
,

mined,by the number of votes

re-

ceived, was made alphabetically . He
said that this was done to focus attention on working together as a
team instead of on how many votes
were received.
Six positions, three for juniors
and three for seniors, are currendy
vacant An SGA meeting will be
held on September 29th, at 7 p.m. in
the dining room of Babcock Hall.
Juniors and seniors interested in join-- ,
ing the Senate sbxuU approach SGA
with a letter of intent stating their
'reasons for wanting to join Senate
.

From the office of Security

RUSH
is beginning

and some issues they plan to address
as Senators.

continued from front page

Monday, Sept 26
Greek organizations will be represented at booths in
Lowry from 10:30 am. to 1:30 pjn.
Look for posters in Lowry for the individual club and
section rushes

r
students: Ryan
Niemeyer, Aaron Rupert, Sarah
First-yea-

Sanderson, Kris ten Schermer, Rich
Upde grove, Jennifer Urbanski
Sophomores: Ashely Bratich,
Bob Forbes, Aaron Hemry, Suzy
Kuchta, Todd Lewis
Juniors: April Elsea, Matt Queen
Seniors: Katie Smith, Mark Hugh
Senators at Large: Jason Mycoff
'97, Stephen Pernod '97, Andrew
Weaver '97, Donnell Wyche 97,
Katie Youther '97

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

Because of the increase in motorcycles on campus, it
has become incumbent upon us to ask that those
vehicles are registered. If you have a motorcycle on
campus, please come to the Security Office and have
it registered immediately. Also, if you are aware of
someone who has a motorcycle on campus, please
encourage them to have it registered. Tickets will be
issued for unregistered motorcycles.
Thanks for your cooperation.

.. .

The following students were
elected:

ENVELOPE STUFFING
$600 - $800 EVERY WEEK
Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230

1

uHome of the Bigger, Better Burger"
I

dh
burgers C7,
ffresh

DOUBLE
.V

pomrmmt ffmet

DRIVE-THR- U

Cleveland Road, Wooster
Beside Maxwell Music
Sun.-Thu- r.
10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Frij&jSat 10:30 a.m. to 1 1 p.m.

fflfflffi
ir
ii

Air Conditioned Dining Room and Outdoor Patio Seating

$51
r3
ALL CHICKEN SANDWICHES

Quality Dealers - Antiques
Art Collectibles
Resale Boutique
Ample Parking

Open:

Dally 10 a.m.-- 6 p.m.
Sundays 12 p.m.-- 5 p.m.

V ANT DACK YARD BURGER

WITH COUPON

I

UptownDowntown

WITH COUPON.

I

Annqn
Artisan
is located In beautiful
Downtown Wooster
215 West Uberty Street
Wooster, Ohio 44691

CHOOSZROM:
Lb. CHARBRdUD CHICKEN SANDWICH
Lemon Butter, Savory, Blackened,

14

Bar-B-Q- ue,

I

Limit 1 per coupon

13 Lb.
13 Lb.

$2.69
Hawaiian
ReS- -

Offer expires 1QV94

CHARBROLED BACK YARD BURGSC...........
CHAR8ROUD GOURMET BURGER

Mushroom, Bacon Cheddar, Badcened, SawACh

J

jjrnitl per CToponj

MizGreBar-BHeMaln-

...Res. $1.99
$2.49

-- ...Reg.

.

Qerexpnres K)y94

J

Phone:

(216)262-973- 5

s
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Viewpoints

Wooster Insight
Haiti policy found hard to swallow
Yes, the baseball season is in the tank, and so Americans are fervently
pursuing our second national pastiime invading defenseless Carribean
countries. Although cloaked in good intentions, we have to question the
present policy of force in Haiti.
First, in light of hij broken campaign promise on Haiti and his numerous
on the issue, Clinton's claims that his actions are not politically
motivated are immediately suspect. Second, if Clinton is so worried about
the welfare of the Haitian people, then why has be not stopped his
destructive economic embargo, the only effect of which was to starve
innocent Haitian civilians? Also, since American troop shios have been
sitting offof the coast for almost two months, it is a coincidence that Clinton
invade) one week after his healthcare bill fails
decides to invade (or sort-and immediately preceeding his midterm elections? That Clinton would
risk the lives of American and Haitian soldiers in this venture is a decision
we simply cannot understand.
flip-flo-

ps

of

u
College creates diverse atmosphere

ThejColkge ofWooster has strived to maintain a supporting environment
speaking students. Two recent
for its international and
events have captured the spirit of this concern: the annual International
Picnic on the Quad.
Dinner of the Language Houses and the
speaking stuThese dinners attracted international and foreign-languadents, faculty, members of the community and host families. The events
provided participants with not only an opportunity to get acquainted but
also with an open forum in which-t- o share their respective upbringings,
traditions and heritages. The Voice commends the College for creating a
unique atmosphere in which all cultures are equally respected.
foreign-langua-

ge

Host-Fami- ly

ge

These opinions represent the majority vote of the editorial board
and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.

a police state?
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Look out they're out for blood!
The Wooster Police Department are
on a rampage crack-dow- n
of college
criminal activstudents'
ity, and, as I found out on Tuesday,
the Municipal Court is behind them
all the way.
Let me acquaint you with my
case the Saturday before classes
started was a pretty good party night
for most. I had an interview on
Sunday so I refrained . and invited
some new friends over instead of
partaking in the obvious. I met them
in front of my dorm, and quickly
noticed that only three of four were
present. The other girl, they thought,
had gone to the party at some Mufso-call- ed

Keith-Luca-

Vct

Has Ohio become,

3

1

VI.

E-m- ail

Colkas of

fin? Place

(First-years- ).

They

seemed worried enough and I knew
they would never find Muffin House
on their own, so we set off. I saw my
roommate's plastic cup on the sidewalk and picked it up ... I didn't
want him to Lose a. Big mistake!
We got most of the seemingly
endless way there and met my roommate. He had been at the party but
had not seen the person we sought,
so we all decided to bead all the way
back to campus. I was, by the way,
still carrying Dave's cup. The quickest way to Westminster than Holden
from Bever and Bowman is via Pearl
Street. Big mistake!
The police cruiser passed us on
Pearl and then started to slow down.
Now I know, and you do too, the
open container rules in this state,
and I really did not need to be cited

Letters

Professor raises

when I had not even been drinking.
the cruiser slowed down
and I thought the cop might not be
So.'-wne- it

Questions

t60

Bad idea! The car backed up, I
was spotlighted and told to stay
where I was. (I did so). The officer
grabbed my cup from the yard, stuck
me in his car, and called his dispatcher. Twenty annoying minutes
later, I was released with the knowledge that the prosecutor would be in
touch.
The summons came in about a
week please appear on Tues,,Sept
20, 1994 at 8:30 a.m. Yipee! So I
went, charged not with alcohol violations, but with littering. No problem right? Wrong . very wrong. I
was found guilty (I was) and received the following punishment:
$300 court costs ($344 total)
15 days in jail (suspended)
6 months probation
40 hours of community service
All for littering!
I wonder what they do for drug
violations? Oh yeah, I know that
too, because some federal agents
had busted some local marijuana
farmers. Jail time? stiff. Harsh
fines? Nope. $100 and something
Seriously.
else and "Bub-Bye- ."
This county has some strange priorities. I get nailed, and Joe Grower
plants another round of crops. Wave
to me next time you see me picking
up litter on the highway over the
next few weeks, and please, avoid
the Woostr PD!
Kevin Hunt '97
P.S. The Wooster Police kept
Dave's cup!

regarding Voice
judgement on
tenure

.

It is obvious to this reader that the
author of the commentary entitled
"Counterpoint: Tenure useless, outdated" (Voice, Sept 16, 1994 issue)
is, to be charitable, uninformed.
If the major reason for disposing
of tenure is "economic," and if "financially strapped students' are being charged 'unreasonable prices for
tenured professors,' perhaps a more
appropriate solution to the perceived
solution can be found. Why not
limit professors to a lifetime of service, provided income does not exceed $20,000? If tenured old fogies
are preventing the student body from
being taught by fresh new faculty
members (hard to believe since there
were 21 new faculty members hired
for this academic year), why not
limit the service of any one faculty
member to a maximum of five
years or 10 at the most if they pass
the student popularity test? I'm sure
that even the author of the published
opinion would see the folly of these
suggestions!
The best evidence that there is
need to watch out for the
"witchhunts" the author says are in
our past may be the publication in
question.

J.E.Periey
Professor of Biology

September 23, 1994
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Speak Your Msnd
AUOZGENC'96

should SGA be doing on campus?

JASON ANDRAS 96
"I think SGA should get

I don't believe in SGA
because I don't think they

the campus more involved
in activities created to '
integrate the campus.

have any real power.

--

MICHAEL MARSTON 97
think the SGA should

96
I would like them to keep
the student body better
informed about what is
going on on campus.
KATE STEWART

ERYNN BELL '97
'96
they should set up I would like to see the
parking situation
a book salebuy-bac- k
to
improved.
combat bookstore prices.

JOE GRUBESIC '96

like to see them
I'd
address the parking issue.
Parking near your dorm
has become impossible.

to see more
outdoor study facilities
created.
"I would like

"I-thin- k

get rid of all the biased
organizations on campus."

Responses compiled by RACHEL POPE

CHARITY BABCOCK 95

CHRISTIAN GECKLER

1
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SARAH BROWNLEE f 97

"I think its a general
omwprnlnu
o hndv
J of- the

i

school, and so it needs ta.
be receptive to the various
ideas in high schooL And
as far as I am concerned
they're doing their job
now.

Rise up and fulfill our destiny ! Smoking raises anger
and some questions

Political goah arise from society's
experiences, and aociety V experi-

ences come from as odd congkvi-eratio- n
of the lives of millions of
individuals. Thus, U is KX surprising that my recent trip to Canada
was deeply and fundamentally political in its outcome.
The political significance of my
trip lo Canada arises not from die
fart that my friends
. ..
and I decided at 3
r

Todd Lewis

,m

VriAty Bipht

topayavisittoour
friends to the north. K this decision does have political ramifications, I don't know what they might

be.
Nor does the main political aspect
of my trip come from that fact that L
ever the cigar lover, might or might
not have violated federal law
some Cuban Romeo yy
Juliets Churchill cigars across the
border in a box of Hostess HoHo's
in violation of the embargo on Cuba.
These pages have already seen commentary on the embargo on Cuba
(see last week's "Get ready for the
'new Cuba").
No. my political epiphany came
as I was driving north, the sprawling
plains of southern Ontario to my
left. Lake Ontario stretching to the
right with the skyline of Toronto
glimmering in the distance. Admir-ugaof this beauty, I fen a feeling
belonging,
almost like home.
of
When I found myself humming
"This land is your land, this land is
my land," I realized mat from this
seemingly-innocuotrip, a new era
by-smuggl-

U

us

ing

in American politics had begmv
Manifest Destiny is back.
Yes. just as the original propotrue docnents of this
trine maintained, God has ordained
that Canada is ours to have, and k
was mis truth that was revealed to
me on the road to Toronto.
For those of you who don't remember. Manifest Destiny was the
century mat
doctrine in the mid-19held that God had ordained for the
UnitedStates to expand territorially
to the Pacific Ocean. Fortunately,
the nationalist movement in Quebec
promises the opportunity to extend
that doctrine lo the Arctic Ocean so
that one contiguous United States
can stretch from sea to shining seato
shining sea.
Historically, the distinction between the United States
urtag theT
has been tenuous at bes
revolution, our Founding Fathers
offered to let the Canadian colonies
come into the United States as full
partners. (Thatthey refused to do so
is an oversight we can forgive.) As
early as the War of 1 812, Americans
fought on Canadian soil against our
common oppressors, the evfl British.
Indeed. Canada's ties, past and
present, lo Britain are further evidence of the need for this extension
self-eviden- tly

th

and-Canad-

aj

of American territorial aspirations.

To mis day. Canadian citizens are
technically subjects of the Queen, a
humiliating reminder of the days
when Canadians suffered under the
heavy boot of British imperialistic
oppression.

When Canada crumbles under the
weight of its internal ethnic discord,
the latest after the former Yugoslavia and Soviet Union lo fall victim
instaal
to
bility, theUnitedStates should be in
a position to spring at the chance to
fulfill oar preordained destiny. The
preparations necessary for mis
should be made now.
Congress should be ready to admit the Canadian provinces as states
as soon as possible. Their present
government fills the constitutional
requirement of being "republican.'
and a hole parliamentary influence
in the American system would be

Peer pressure can be tough to resist "Hey, you want a smoke?" "Cmon,
try one!" "Don't be such a baby ..." Somehow, many of us prevailed.
Maybe it was the sense of doom conveyed through those boring health
classes, or maybe we actually listened to something our parents had to say.
Maybe not. Some of us probably just didn't like the taste.
I have never really understood why people smoke.
To me, they might as well just roll up a dollar bill and
Oswald
Robin
smoke it, for it would probably have about the same
effect; it might even be healthier. For the wealthy, upgrades to twenties or
fifties would suffice, while the less affluent could try monopoly money.
The uproar caused over smoking can be a bit entertaining at times. For
instanre, take the "Camel" incident Some people actually believe that a
cartoon character would entice kids to smoke. Most kids aren't that dumb.
Those who are stupid enough to be persuaded by a drawing would most
interesting. American public opinlikely pick up the habit later on or get run over by a six
ion should be rallied now.so thatthe
Sometimes I wonder why people began smoking even before all the
people have a greater awareness of medical proofbecame commonplace. Animals in the wilddon'teat or drink
our rational brethren, keptapart from things that taste bad why would we want to bum something that did? If
tiiatisik'ueason-epougti- ,
cosmetic looks should play a paryas yellow teeth
our federal-unio- n
by .years of
separation,-Tbe- if
sparse usually aren't in fashion.-- j
..
population means that they will not
The slogans and gimmicks tobacco companies use to try to
have a devastating effect on House products in a glamorous light are often humorous. The"you'vecomealong
or Presidential elections, while they way. baby" always seems to be missing the adjoiner, "... toward lung
would lead to a more conservative
cancer." The Marlboro man probably spends a lot more time in hospital
Senate, which all thinking people beds now than outside. I'm always amused when I see that Wrigley's gum
can see would be a good thing.
commercial where the "smokers" always have such white, sparkling teeth.
As such, all of us should rededi-cat- e If they were really smokers, they would have needed a sandblaster to
ideal remove the stains.
ourselves to the time-test0 restauother
Now that McDonald's has gone completely
of American imperialism. If it's
good enough for Hawaii, then it's rants are sure to follow the trend. The solution to smoking in restaurants
good enough for those pesky Canaor other public places where still it is permitted is simple don't. The
dians.
people around you don't want to breathe all thatjunk. Those who argue that
point of
strive
again
civilize
to
Let's once
this is violating their rights should see it from the
the backwards peoples of the world view. Most of us don't warn to buy gas masks.
For those of you who still prefer the real thing, maybe you could tell me
and make good westerners (and
Americans) out of them.
why you are spending money so that you can increase your chances of
Fight!
getting cancer or some other excruciatingly painful disease. It doesn't
or
54 40'
Todd Lewis is Viewpoints editor sound like too much fun to me.
Robin Oswald is an editorial writer for the Voice.
for the Voice.
postold-wargecpoliuc-

tran-siti- on

-

teen-wheel-

-u-

er.

nnatural

ed

non-smoki- ng,

-

non-smok- ers'

A freshie blob: Selling the drama indeed
The scene is a college campus, somewhere in Ohio (as all
nestled amongst
college campuses are),
fields ofcorn, the sparse but luscious greenery
ing when actually encountered. Students walk about with the
inimitable hwnnriiref- of college kids, lank hair and, flannel
and all, trying to save the world. I am, per necessity, the
narrator in this quite obviously sordid
Kok Kian Goh setting.The storytetomsll his infamy-l-am
be.
by it all, this institution we call
I am rather frnnr
education. It beguiles me, and the individuals within it, they
fayiw.mn.inrienritnflheir hopes and fears and
expfctstinrti It is thea expectations, usually, wliich fascinate
s,
naturally, the ones I know about, the
me. They are
kiwwme.lOT'tgettotheurjperclasse
ones who
let anything on; they won't tell me their expectations.
r.
She belongs in college, I'm conDallow is a
vinced. A fetching coexistence of hippydom and intellectual
lost souL She
mayhem, Dallow is the definitive angk-ridde-n
neo-romantica-

-

first-year-

first-yea-

lry

doesn't wear black because then she'd be goth. She's so
disillusioned with educational principles that I doubt she'd
last anywhere else, you know. She'd be so happy.
Elvis is another. And he looks like Elvis. He does, like you
wouldn't believe. Elvis is ahve,and he's atan Onto Uberal arts
college. No, actnalry.Ervis hauls around his leather jacket and
big boots on an old Triumph or BMW or something; he's big
on
and he's an impressionist painter.
Kouey, she says the most excellent things. She s my quote
library,my boundless source of teenage ina
and abandon, of impunity and impulse and, of course, the
wisdom of the ages. Just a couple cdays ago she effortlessly
gave me the quote of the week. She said, "And I could see
through the cleavage down to my toes," referring to the rather
extnanevastness ofa dress she oncewore.She'saiso such th
alliidmg to her gorgeous hair is now a clichd. Yeah.
Cubirt is the pmnifnt, the pwtenmnii teller of the masses.
She does know everything If anything mildly scandalous or
even the leastgossipy started immthe dormitory lounge, she'd
e-mail

be on it. I'd glance at ber, she'd snicker, and we'd both crack
up and die laughing on the floor, iishe knows about mesne
sure hasn't said anything I'm sure she does. She knows it all.
Brewer is kindofodd. I don't know what to make of him. I
guess he belongs incollege. He sort of fits into an atmosphere
of higher learning; where else would you find someone who
strokes Marilyn's foot before turning in for the night. Or more

precisely, where else would yon find personal admission of it.
it s uniortunaie mat we snouiu nwgHw ruujc uui&u,
Spicer's lovely green eyes or Hale's CD collection, but I have
to go. I must stop procrastinating and return to my one
responsfciUty, to carry on this charade for as long w
Did you know I'm writing for the college paper now? Yes,
irrfeed, that very icon of intellectual aspiration, the battlefield
of ethics and ambition ... I am with that now, hip as ever,
Unfortunately, the paper here pretty much socks, but if Td
wantedagoodcolkgepaper.I'dhavegorie to Wooster instead
and made do with the bad computer network.
Kok Kiwi Goh is an editorial writer for the Voice.
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Feature
Lunchtime One 'wonderful semester' in France
,

meetings
stir debate
By EMILY DUNFORD
Tired of the same obi cafeteria
talk? Looking fofsrimnlating
it mealtime? Then yon
need to ax m oo the round table
rihnmictti held during hmch at both
Lowry and Kimidge dining balls.
Round table discussions are meet
ings of different departments where
students and faculty meet and con
verse about a variety of different
topics. The round tables are usually
informal and are often student-feI CAME. I SAT, I CONSUMED.
TLtrmim (be
table is stu
it features joint conversation rather than lectures from
professors. The group meets Thurscoo-vmatic- ns.

d.

dent-oriente- d,

days ia Lowry Center. Vivian
Hofliday, professor of classical studies, supported the round tables in
saying. Tve found it very interesting rod rewarding to go. I've been
able to see sides of students that I do
not normally see inside the classroom.
I EAT.THEREPORE I AM. Students m terested m Socrates and Plato
should join the philosophy table
which meets Thursdays at Scovd
Hall, then beads to Lowry for lunch.
The philosophy meeting sorts with
an individual leading a discussion
on a specific topic, which leads to
group debate. Ian Cook 97, a participant in the philosophy table,
listed some of the topics discussed:
"The question of philosophy, religion, LS. reports and various au-

thors."
MAN CANNOT LIVE ON
BREAD ALONE. The religious
studies department, which also
meets on Tuesdays at Lowry, win
begin holding lectures in October.
The talks will last around 10 min-mr-a.
and will be followed by casual
rtisawsion. Ishwar Harris, chair of
the department, describes the round
tables as meetings for "majors, rs
mi-no-

and interested friends who want

to know us the religious studies
faculty on an informal basis." He
also said that there are always "a
dedicated five or six" who come
along with other interested students.
Round tables meet on the following days: at Lowry: Spanish and
religious studies on Tuesdays; Russian and French on Wednesdays;
philosophy, classics and physics on
Thursdays; and German on Fridays.
The mathematics round table meets
on Thursdays at Kittredge. Round
table discussions are open to all students and can be a pleasant diversion from the usual monotonous

inealtimechaner....NowAdr'ifood
for thought!

By HEATHER KEENEY
Special to the Voice

l

France. France? FRANCE! Yes,
I am going to France. So. that
means they speak French there.
right? Okay. I can do that
I took
five years of French in high school

&

come.. .jay escape from the country ... I was on the plane to Paris,
going through a mental checklist of
all my belongings and suddenly,
with horror, I realized that I had
forgotten my FrenchEnglish dictionary! But it was okay; I decided
that if the dictionary was the only
thing that Fd forgotten, I was in
pretty good shape.

"J rum mmwr

in'irt

mmw

kliiltc

m

n

CnauBSEyerrneouENTe

coarteay at HEATHER KEENEY
Students abroad nsc discount cards for bus and tramway travel.

times before I could decide whether
to take the Oriybus, which would
leave me somewhere in Paris; the
AirFrance bus, which I couldn't find
thinking, especially in another lananyway; or a taxi, which would rip
guage. I passed through customs me off for being an American, a
with no problems, and also no stamp female and a tourist. I decided on
in my passport. ... why don't they the taxi because at least I knew it
stamp them anymore?
would take me directly to the train
Anyway, I followed the herd of station and the driver would even
people from my plane to the bag
help me with my bags.
gage claim area and picked up my
By the time I was on the road
two huge bags. I didn't realize until leading into grand oT Paris, the sun
fjgntlxetsniim.ap to warm the
thenftatl shoWWfctWraiextto aOU
of those people who kept telling me. sides and to cast her light on the
Before you leave, you should prac
millions of frustrated Parisians. It
tice carrying your bags around the was rush hour, I thought, because
y.
neighborhood to make sure that you everyone was driving a little
can handle them. If they are too
(Later I realized that that was
heavy, take some things out."
normal driving in France.) The taxi
I must have walked bade and forth driver was very nice; be asked me
in that nightmare of an airport five several questions. ... I only hope

that my answers corresponded to
the questions that he asked. Wheal
got to the
That's

I arrived in Paris somewhere
around 8 a m. I just remember k
seemed way too early forme lobe

fare-Whoo- ps!

train station (a little leftover
Franglais) I bought my ticket to
Nantes, actually got on the right
train, and eventually found my seat.
The ride was approximately two
hours long, so I thought that I could
sleep a little, but once that thing
started I fell in love! (With trains,
that is.) The TGVs-h- e fast trains
m France-a-re wonderful! Once we

Hj

--

JmpfJtfflbopenc5UH
winup

baby
and everything out the
dows became a blur. I can't begin to
count the number of trains I took
throughout the next four months. ...
I love them. I ate on them; I drank
on them;Ipartied on them; I slept on
them; I tried to steep on them; I
made friends on them; but best of all

cra-zil-

A fun, educational living option

Students explore the 'suite9 life in another language
By HILARY TEYNOR
Parlez-vo-

us

francau? Sprechen

SieDetaschT For the residents liv
ing in the coOege'a four language
houses, the answers to these ques
tions are obvious.
Approximately 25 Wooster stu
dents live in the French, Spanish.
Russian and German houses, and
each house requires its residents, to
speak its particular language in ev
eryday life. This immersion into
another language ia farilitawd by
community living and activities on
and off campus.
Eacanxuse u actually a suite m
Luce, which serves to create a fa
milial atmosphere. The students
may also ase the language labs in
the building for extra speaking prac
tice.
Activities at Wooster for the pro
gram participants include weekly
informal meetings with coffee and
conversation, watching foreign films
to get a taste of culture, and holding
international dinners. Those in

I finally got to Nantes and got all

of those horridbags off das train. By
this time I was ready to throw them
the stairs with those monsters, some-

day had finally

ed

I traveled on them.

all away. But as I was straggling up

and two years here at Wooster.
...That should be no problem.
Alright, it was January and that
long-await-

J

.

f'Q.

volved with the piugiain are also ing in the German house has helped
encouraged to participate in the to improve his speaking grills Pease
round tables at Lowry, where the saidVI wanted to continue speaking
language is spoken over hmch or German here because J didn't have
much cyportunity anywhere else,"
dinner.
.
cultural activities he said,
...
vary from house to house. The 1 Elizabe
t major in the program, says. "It's the
informal way to try out what you
in Columbus in carry September,
and Spanish house isplanning a trip teamed in class, rd like to keep up
to the Latin American Festival in . the German I've, teamed, improve
Cleveland.
what I know, and have funl" In
Although the language programs
addition, a large number of the stn- are intensive, few of the participants
Students join ., business or are coming back from
are actually
trips abroad.
the program for various reasons.
Although the size of the language
Amy Meek 96, a resident of the
Spanish boose, regards Irving in the bouse piogiaui is relatively small,
its participants are enthusiastic.
suite as a preparatory experience.
going abroad next
T think everyone really wants to
Menk said.
semester and it's preparing me to participate." says Maria Men, director of the Spanish house. .
Menk added, 1 really think that
Farah Sainsot. director of the
it's important to learn about other French bouse, encourages all interlanguages and cultures, especially
ested students to stop by and dissince we're so easily caught up in cover what the program is all about.
our daily lives."
Sainsot said,Td like people to feel
Thomas Pease '97 feels that liv
free to come over."
.

Off-camp-

us

,,V0

.

ffjr.

Ta

.

one came up from behind me and
taking my bag said ma smooth male
voice, "Je vous aide." That was the
most beautiful thing Fd heard in the
past million hours Tm helping
you." This ... this one single gesture demonstrated to me that I was
going to have a wonderful semester,
that all French people do not hate
Americans, and that I must have
looked incredibly pitiful juggling
three bags up the stairs.
Many times I wondered if I ever
met that guy at the University or at
any of the bars or cafes that I visited.
I would have liked to have sincerely
thanked him for the positive reinforcement that be gave me of an of
my hopes of France.
The family that I stayed with was
wonderful, and Nantes is a terrific
city with plenty of things to do- little unlike Wooster. I made fabulous friends, bch French aikl American, and I traveled to Italy.

Amsterdam (twice!), and Munich,
and camped in the French Riviera
and the Alps. I never, wanted to
come home.
The doty things I
missed were Taco Bell and Waffle
House.

Now. my one goal is to graduate
and go back to Europe to live, work
and travel for as long as I can. I
wouldn't trade last semester for anything in the world

Do you have a
concerncomplaint
pet peeve regarding
any aspect of this
college?

Here is your chance to do
SGA is now
forming
committees
nt
dedicated to addressing
ccocerns. We want to
know what issues you feel
are in need of attention. If
you have special skills or
knowledge that could be of
help, or if you simply have
the time and energy to dedicate to a rewarding project,
we definitely need you to
volunteer to serve on an
something.

ad-h- oc

sta-de-

ad-h- oc

committee.

Ifyou would

like to suggest a committee
or volunteer to serve on a
committee:

call Shannon Sheehan

at x3520

by Wed., Sept 28
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Fire in Old Main: A dark day m Mstory Contest
seeks

Wooster community rallies to rebuild academic facilities after blaze
By AARON SKRYPSKI

mers abroad. He had nothing with
which to replace it!" She added that
"HefScoveT had wanted to go in at
the risk of his life to retrieve something. Only by force had he been
restrained.' Scovel would later disappear for the majority the right,
retreating to combat his despair.
The chemistry, biology and phys-ilaboratories ah lost thousands of
dollars of valuable research equipment. The Voice article from 1901
- described the loss to the art department as "totaL" The office of the
Registrar was completely gutted,
- leaving only
!
:
"y
"a bit of

Fan oocc again graces oar campus, and the beauty of our College is
at its height. The ornamentation of
ScoveU the stateliness of Severance
Chemistry, the imposing facade of
Kaoke ... an of these have come to
symbolize The College of Wooster.
These structures form the core of
our College. Imagine if, in one
night, these buildings, as wen as
Mateer. Severance Ait and Taylor,
an burned to the ground.
At the turn of the century, the
University
of Wooster
housed all

'

Upon receiving his wife's

telegram informing him of '
the calamity,
building, LJZ. Holden responded with
known as
the two sentences that would
Main." hold the University together:
This
"We have lost our building.
structogether until we
ture was the Let us stand
ciplines in
one single

then-preside- nt

"Old
five-sto-

ry

University's

shall rear another."

VT

At 2:45 that Wednesday morning, a fire broke cum the chemistry
laboratories of Old Main. An explosion was recorded at this time,
but it was unclear if the explosion
caused the fire, or was itself a result
It did not matter; within minutes,
flames had shot clear to the
building's tower, and the history of
the College was forever changed.
It was a night ofpanic Professors
and students alike scrambled in a
desperate attempt to salvage valuable objects from the blazing structure.
Clara Espey '02, told of the effort
to save a mummy from destruction:
"Some of the fellows had been trying to get the old Egyptian mummy
to safety. from the; east basement
museum. They got it stock across a
narrow stairway. For a time they
seemed to be trapped there with the
roaring inferno increasing below.
Finally mey had succeeded in dislodging the mummy and escaping
to safety."
Sadly, though, not everything of
importance could be saved. Former
president Sylvester F. Scovel had
recently moved his entire private
library from Ids home into his office
in Old Main.
Scovel also had nearly completed

a scholarly manuscript, virtually
ready for publication, which was
left in his office. The entire work
was lost in me fire. Espey wrote.
represented years of earnest, painstaking study and researches made
for years, supplemented by sum- -

It

--

.

slobs

nfti'to

'

By RACHEL POPE
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University's
records.

An un-
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Voice reporter wrote
this of the
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tragedy:

miles across Wayne County.

Then-preside- nt

UriversntogemerfW

' our building

have tost

Let us stand together
untfl we snail rear another." According to the Voloe article,
solidarity on campus was so strong
that when Holden arrived at the local train depot, "the sorrow stricken
man stepped from the platform of
thecar.andwith tearful eyes, rushed
to a cab. and the crowd greeted
him with roundafterround of cheers,
shouting. 'What's the matter with
Proxy?'"
More than 100 students met him
and unhitched the hcrses which drew
his cab. As the band played, the
students pulled him to the local Opera House where a mass meeting
was to be held. That day in the
Opera House, $15,000 was raised

j-

-

i,,

k

m

pig-shap-

.

"4

ed

Moms said that his company

-

woodwork and shooting their

outlined the
Flames, orange-re- d,
entire structure."
The University's main building
was completely destroyed.
L. E. Holden was away
campus at the
University
from the
time. Upon receiving" his wife's
telegram informing him of the calamity, Holden responded with the
two aenteoces that would hold the

,.

,

11
-

1v. X, 1

witnessed

tongues high into the air, they dispelled the darkness of the night and
lit up the campus and surrounding
structures with a red and horrid
glare."
Espey wrote, "Poignantly we
watched the fire make a gigantic
torch of the building, visible for

,.,,,

,

"The sight

devouring every particle of

.

Keeping a college dorm room
messy can be tough work. Prospective slobs have to put up with missing homework, complaining roommates and mysterious items getting
crushed under piles of clothes. Even
if students could cope with all this,
they almost never got recognition
... until now.
This year.MHton Bradley is sponsoring a nationwide search for the
messiest room on a college campus.
The search is a promotion for the
Milton Bradley game Pass the Pigs,
which Mark Morris, public relations
manager for the ccnpany, described
as "extremely popular with college
students."
The game involves a pair of
dice, which players toss into
difficult and bizarre positions, such
as the "razorback" and the "leaning
jowler." The more difficult a position u, the nnxe points it earns. The
first person to scow 100 points wins.

--

during those
early morn- ing hours was truly magnificent. As
the hungry flames sped rapidly from

recitation.

science, art
and humanities haU. On the morning of Dec." 11; 1901; however it

wasttfmore?V

:r :

.
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of these dis-
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potential
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'
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hopes that participants will "have a
lot of fun with the contest" The
messier contestants are, the more of
a chance they have of winning the
grand prize, which includes $1000,
party for 100 close
an
friends and a professional
on-camp-

us

room-cleanin-

photos bom ANDREWS LIBRARY ARCHIVES

At the turn of the century, the University of Wooster's principle
academic buOding, "Old Main," burned to the ground in the course
of a single night. Through the generosity of the Wooster community
and such notables as Andrew Carnegie, the University was able to
constract foar new buildings within the next yean Kauke, Taylor.
Scoval and Severance Chemistry. Above are pictures of Old Main
'
before and after the fire.
that the"young man Holden" must
understand that "60 days meant 60
days."
:
Within 70 days of the fire. PresiMaft TetlheUnivenmorcoster
- '
Holden and the Board of Trustdent
was not destined to die
over $350,000 at their
ees
had
2:45
jxl,
Ok! Main burned at
Incidentally, the citizens of
and by 7 ajn. President Holden had
Wayne County raised $1,500 over
telegramed Louis H. Severance detailing the state of University. The the limit set by Carnegie. There-sui- t:
Kauke, Scovel, Severance
"Cleveland Gentleman" then
pledged "$50,000 before the ashes Chemistry and Taylor HaU. This
turn of the century incident shaped
of the old building were cold."
Severance also traveled to New the University into the present day
College of Wooster.
York, where he appealed to Andrew
But questions still arise. Could
Carnegie for aid. For his efforts.
College community
the present-da-y
Severance earned the honor of
they did to rebuild
as
together
pull
friend ofWooster
mater?
I believe mat we
our
alma
after the fire."
Carnegie promised $100,000 if could.anditis that inherent strength
$40,000 could be raised in Wayne of character that still defines The
College of Wooster.
County and an additional $100,000
Compiled with information from
couldbe raised elsewhere in 60 days.
Andrews Library records.
Carnegie also emphatically stated
for the erection of new buildings.
This was ainere token when compared teMhe $250,000 loss of Old

dis-pos-aL

be-mgca!ledM-

thefh

g.

But remember, the contest is only
for natural slobs, so don't deliber-atel- y
damage your room for the sake

of winning ...all it wfll do is get you
disqualified by Milton Bradley and
fined by the housing office.
To be eligible, students must be
nominated by their Residence Assistants, and it sounds like this will
.

be the hardest part.
Matt McKinney '95, an R-- in
Kernarden Lodge, said that messi-neis not a problem in his dorm.
Holden HaU RA. Claire Moncrief
'96 agreed with McKinney. She
said. "My room is probably the
messiest in my halL"
If you and your RA. think you
have what it takes to win. send the
lecommendation, along with a 4x6
photograph of the room and a brief
paragraph explaining the pride taken
in the mess, to: Pass the Pig's PigA.

ss

sty,

co

Fleishman-Hillar-

d,

Inc.,

Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10019.
Entries don't need to be postmarked until October 10, though, so
there's plenty of time to get creative
and get messy
1 330

1-

-

Compiled with information from
a Milton Bradley press release.

.
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Arts & Entertainment
'Color of Night':
Hoodoo Gurus 'Crank
Good bar music, good music for dancing . . .
Realistic comedy
ALBUM REVIEW

.:

.

To: Ashley Vaught, Am & En--
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I like the song "Nobody." The
lyrics are pure Pnil Collins but the
dance to
...m
music
is good and
mj it..
.mi I can wi

and faster, and Java Bean did not
disappoint them.
As a band. Java Bean has been

every type of musk that's ever been
on the planet." So far they appear to
be living up to that high standard.

pointoutu every member (Hackle,
drummer Adam Mercer, bassist
DavidSterhng.sax player Mark Ster-

By CHRISTIE POWELL

I like this band. This is drinking
in a bar music. I like music. I like
drinking in bars, so I like this album.
The HoodoofJarmThave been

:

around for awhile, this is their third
or fourth album. I am not sore
because I lost all of the information

cold-heart- ed

my ediior gavesoe. Two guitars,
bass, drams withhe
Bangle stopping by forguest vocals.
I am pretty sin they are from Aus-

nrri

(T

tralia.

So far. the various people who
have wandered through my room
this evening have compared mem to
ScriAsytam,The Replacements and
Midnight OiL Musically, they do
sound a lot like The Replacements
and Soul Asylum what would we
call that? Pop grunge? I don't
know.
The songs always kick. Even the
d
"Fading Slow" would
noc sound out of place in a crowded
bar. The Hoodoo Gurus would be a
great band live. From the
guitars on the opener The
RightTime" lo the almost moshable

(

semi-balla-

ve

rol

"ISeeYou."
Admioedly the lyrics are not great
"Your lover caDs. your lover calls
and you go back thereand I wonder
what m doall tomorrow wuhout
you." They pull off a few gems.
"Give me a reason or give me rhyme
One man's high treason is another's
victimless crime." But overall, the
lyrics are okay.
Musically, this band was doing
well until they rip off, of all songs.
T-om- e,

Lome, "to supply the music

for the fim two verses of "Hypocrite Blues" and then rip off the
Ramones for the rest of a. This is
even worse than when John
Cougar
--.
w.p
-w-

mentioned befoWftaflybriqgs the

No. Tm just kidding, I can't dance.
But ifl could, I could probably dance
to this song. What am I saying?
This is pubrock. It's not great pub
rock. It's good pub rock. It would
make good backgroundmnsic if yoo
were shotgunning beers or whatever
one might do before a party. Other
than that. Hoodoo Gurus are a good
bar band.
Butat$13 a CD, that's one hell of
aiMnHwniCi
cover charge.

-

From: Jeremiah Jenne, former
Drags and Politics editor
Re: Hoodoo Gm'i new album,
"Crank" ... another fooled assign- -

edge-of-cont-

MOVIE REVIEW

story to life for the andiencd It
makes the story more realistic to
them, so the audience can relate to it
I spcrjt yesterday afternoon watch- better. Reality may be hard to take,
ing the new Brace Willis flick. but it makes you a whole lot stron"Color of Night." The movie starts ger than fantasy. Reality also lasts a
with a patiextt of therapist Bill Capa lot longer.
(Willis) commiting suicide. This
Another good thing about the
kind of melodramatic beginning movie is its ability to keep you intermade me apprehensive about this ested. There were always new clues
aoovie. My mind waschanged,bow-- - to the killer's ideniry. These clues
ever, as the movie progressed.
were brought out as plot twists. It
Caps began to show a softer side was almost like watching a soap
therapist and opera. to the
ttwewhimrifmfrftr4iiijthHlUr
The last good thing about the
caT his friend, therapist Bob Moore
movie is brought about by its great
(Scott Baknla). The movie goes screenplay written by Matthew
through many twists and turns, and Chapman and Billy Ray. This
all the members of Moore's Monscreeriplsygrvestheixxmemuchof
day night therapy group are ana- its atmosphere of suspense, sensilyzed in an attempt to find out who tivity and humor. This is done
is the killer. The initial cncouler through jokes, imagery and symbolbetween Capa and his new therapy ism. All of these elements are made
group is uncomfortable; the memto work wen together by the movie's
bers of the group are as quick to actors and actresses.
analyze Cappa as he is to analyze
The last scene in the movie brings
them.
all of the above mentioned elements
The movie brings out the probtogethea. The loner's fate is relems of Moore's therapy group vealed with much emotion through
amusingly, but still maintains the one of those classic hide and chase
sensitivity of the group's problems. "scenes; After aQ is said and done.
The group consists of a sex crazed Detective Martinez breaks the tenwoman, an obsessive-compulsision by reminding Capa and Rose
lawyer, a grieving widow and an that be needs help.
alienated artist.
One could compare "Color of
Capa and the members of the Night" to one of Willis other movgroup make progress throughout the ies, "Striking Distance." In both
movie with these various problems. movies there isamurderto be solved,
Lesley Ann Warren, Bob Dourif, and in order to find out who the
Lance Henriksen and Kevin killer is, the characters have to play
O'Connor all play members of the
mind game.
group.
Another similarity is that Willis
The character Rose, played by characters in both movies have hard
Jane March, is the link between the andsoftsides. Maybe Willis should
members of the group and Capa in try another type of role for some
the movie. She is brought in as variety.
Capa's love interest, but is much
By the end of the movie my mind
more. The character of Detective was completely changed and I found
Martinez, played by Ruben Blades, that I had enjoyed the movie. I will
provides much of the movie's hunot spoil the ending for those of you
mor in his scenes with Cappa and who plan on going to see this movie,
the group.
but I win say that it's worth going to
The
and sensitivity
wiiimw ana
that II See.pmirviiy pmt
lie humor

"

photo provided by ZOO ENTERTAINMENT

Hoodoo Guru's sww album, MCrasuV b good bar music, and
conducive to the general abnospsbere Becesssary for dancing.
MelencTOpccnmjttedalit&
plagiarism arjd rewrote the
Romantic's "What I Like About
You" as "R.O.CJC in the USA"
Go figure. So subtract two points
for originality but add a point for
chut7pah. It takes a lotto rewrite the
worst cover tune of an time as an
light-hearte- d

original.

mm

wmm

-

'It is the music that Iceeps us together; tliat keeps us in sync9

By NAT MISSTLDINE

Java Bean, a band featuring
Wooster graduate Damond Moodie
94 as the lead singer, performed
last Saturday night at the College
Underground. The band took the
stage at 1 1:30 pjn. and was greeted
by an energetic and
crowd that had wailed in long lines
at the entrance. Many in the crowd
had just come from Party on the
Green where the sounds of reggae
band Identity had lulled the audience for several hours. Now they
were ready for something harder
fall-capaci- ty

together

for

slightly over a

year and has
amassed a following
on
Woosters cam-

ling and himself)

"The guys I play with are incredible musicians.
They add so much energy to the group and are all
very experienced.9

pus, due largely
to its charismatic

Damond Moodie 994

front-ma- a

Moodie. Moodie, who played with
a band in Cleveland before joining
with his current one, described Java
Bean as "five-pieoriginal fusing
ce

They have 30 original songs, much

of which were created from the
collaboration of Moodie and guitarist Sean Hackle. Moodie is quick to

contributes

something to
each song. "The
guys I play with

are incredible

musicians. They
add so much energy to the group
and are all very experienced."
Moodie said. He explained that be
came up with the name of their band
in reference to his bassist and the

a yitated m tr that coffee can pnt him
in. "He becomes like a jumping
bean bur, because it's coffee. Java

Another key part to Java Bean is
manager Todd Sharp who joined
with the band in November of 93.
Under ShcgunProdix3icis, he helps
with the booking of gigs which are
sometimes scheduled four times in
one week, and the production of
their demo, the second of which is to
be out by October, and a CD to be
finished in January. "He decs a lot
please see JAVA, page 9
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of both classical and contemporary pieces to satisjy

coast Along with his performing

By SALLY THELEN
Delve into the beautiful language
of die piano this weekend. On SatBrian Dykstra
urday,
will
h
and Elizabeth
perform music to soothe your soul
and ease your mind. This recital,
which is free and open to the public,
will feature such works as Ravel's
duo-pianis-

and teaching, Dykstra has composed
concert rags and music for beginners and intermediate pianists.
who began her
performing career at the age of 12,
has partaken in music festivals, national and international competitions
and workshops. Along with her
work as a chamber musician and
solo recitalist, she has performed as
a vocal accompanist in Brazil,
Canada and the United States. Her
chamber music and solo works have
in
been broadcast on WCLV-FCleveland. Case Western Reserve
University, College of Wooster and
Lorain County College have all had
the honor of her dedicated years as a
teacher.
The recital begins at 7:30 p.m.
and will be held in the Gauh Recital
Hall in the Scheide Music Center.
The complete repertoire to be performed is: Ravel's "Ma mere l'Oyl"
and "Spanish Rapsody"; Chopin's
Rondo for Two Pianos, Op. 73;

iiQ)

ts

Barany-Schlauc-

s

Barany-Schlauc-

Ma mere l'Oyl," Copland's
"Danzon Cubano" and Poulenc's
Both
"Elegy for Two Pianos."
classical and contemporary pieces
will be performed.

M

Dykstra has been a part of
Wooster's music faculty since 1969.
This year he was named to the Neille
O. and Gertrude M Rowe Professorship of Music.
was an adjunct instructor of music
at Wooster for 18 years, until 1993.
Along with their work on the faculty, they have had much experience performing together. Some of
Barany-Schlau-

8

0

ch

that experience includes two Mozart

piano concertos performed with the
Wooster Symphony.
Dykstra explained that it is tremendously difficult for two pianists
to play the same notes at die same
time, and often the simplest looking
pieces prove to be the most difficult
They find themselves constantly
watching each other during the performances. They, have developed
their own silent language of head
nods and signals in order to communicate. Dykstra feels that it is thrilling to "be part of an ensemble that
can make as much sound as an orchestra"; it gives one "a sense of

ft- -

345-87-

55

Natural Bora Killers (R)
12:10.3:00.7:05,9:50
Camp Nowhere (PG)
12:25,2:35,4:45.7:35,9:45
Terminal Velocity (PG13)
12:00, 2:15. 4:30. 7:00, 9:20
Clear & Present Danger (PG 1 3)
12:15, 3:15,7:20,10:15
True Lies (R)
2:30.9:30
The Little Rascals (PG)
12:20,5:20.7:25
Forrest Gump (PG13)
12:05, 3:05,7:10. 10)5
Color of Night (R)
2:50,7:45

Trial By Jury (R)

Brian Dykstra and Elizabeth

Barany-Schlau-

12:35.2:45.5:00. 7:15,9:35
Next Karate Kid (PG)
12:10. 2:55.5:15. 7:40. 9:55
In the Army Now (PG)
12:05.2:40,5:05. 7:20, 9:25

Saturday's concert is definitely
not the last of Dykstra s and
The
s
pieces to be played at the recital
were selected over a yearagsv.,
Dykstra believes that they have
"barely scratched the surface" of all
Barany-Schlauc-

duo-performa-

h'

nce.

the great pieces available to them.
Dykstra feels one of his major
accomplishments has been his ability to perform along with the busy

Mozarteum Academy in Salzburg.
Austria from 1967 until 1968.
Dykstra believes that his teaching
.and, performing ."feed gff ofone
another." When helping his students, he finds that he is helping
himself with those areas in which he
needs assistance. His teaching is
enhanced by the fact that he performs. He would never want to do

The performing, that he says
"keeps you alive as an artist," in-

S

.

piano com-

cludes three international
petitions, solo recitals at colleges
and universities, and several
concerts, some at the
Purcell Room in London. He has
three LP recordings that have been
in Chibroadcast over WFMT-FWCLV-Fand
Cleveland,
in
cago,
to
from
coast
Radio
Public
National
cham-befrnus-

ic

M

M

T-sh- irt

sale.

- 6:30 p jn.

continued from page 8
for us," adds Moodie.
Java Bean has been influenced by
a wide range of artists, some of which
include Living Colour, Jane's Ad-

diction, Parliament and James
Brown. "Our style comes from all

of music," Moodie said.
Of Bob Marley, Moodie com-

kinds

mented, "Marley is a God to me; not
only is he a brilliant musician but he
took a oppressed situation and made
it positive." Moodie asserts that he

HELP WANTED
Freelance writers and poets
needed for hundreds of Cleveland
area publications. Find the hidden markets. Get published! Get
paid! Equinox Publications,

SPRING BREAK '95 SELL
TRIPS. EARN CASH & GO
FREE! ! ! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona and Panama
City Beach. Call
48-4849.

.

of teaching. Besides his
years at Wooster. he taught at the

Op. 12, and Poulenc's Elegy for two
pianos.

one or the other exclusively.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 23
Environment

1-800-6-

No Passes
.HHlBi-MMlS-

will perform in Scheide Music Center on Saturday.

ch

schedule

power."

556-023- 6.

12:30, 5:25. 10:00
Wagons East (PG13)

Copland's "Danzon Cubano";
dementi's Sonata in B Flat Major,

photo provided by NEWS SERVICES

Java
4108 Burbank

h,

wants to be able to do that through
his music "I want to make something positive," he says.
As for the future of Java Bean,
Moodie sees it bright. While some
of the other members are interested
in signing with a record label, he is
happy right now with where the band
is. He compares working together
with five other people, including the
manager, to a marriage.

"Everyone must put in their
share," he said, "but whatever disagreements or conflicts we might

have, it is the music that keeps us
together, that keeps us in sync."
Moodie is reluctant to rush things to
sign a label and is unsure about his
feelings towards fame and success.
"A lot in the music business is luck,"
he concedes. But he is optimistic
about die direction that Java Bean is
headed.
"People say we are going to miss
our window of opportunity. The
more experience we get; the tighter
we get, we are creating our own
window," Moodie concluded.

--

SATURDAY, SEPT. 24
Roller Skating! Register at
Lowry desk for an afternoon of
fun on wheels. The cost is only
skate rental plus a $2 deposit

Film:

"My Left Foot."

Mateer, 7:30 p.m. & 10 p.m., $ 1 .
SUNDAY, SEPT. 25

Caron Caswell Lazar

Classic Film:

"Flirting."

Mateer, 7:30 p.m., FREE!

will speak on campus on

Tuesday , Sept 27, at

Lowry, 10 ajn.
Video: "Regarding Henry."
The Underground, 8 p.m., 50
cents.
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes!
Win free games from 9 pjn. 11
p.m.

a.m.

11

MONDAY, SEPT. 26

Registration for Scotch

in the

Doubles Bowling League begins
in Scot Lanes.

Frick Lecture Room.
Ms. Lazar is the Publisher for the Lazar Group in Lawrenceville,
Ga., which produces "Museographs." Some samples of this work
can be viewed on the table in the art history department The title of
Ms. Lazar" s lecture is "The Place of Art History in the Real World."
a College of
Ms. Lazar is the mother of Courtney Caswell-PeytoWooster student who is presently studying
n,

off-camp-

us.

The campus community is invited to attend this event.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 27
Video: "The Abyss." The
Underground, 8 p.m., 50 cents.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
Jewelry Sale. The Earring
Tree comes to Lowry from 10
la.m. - 7 p.m.
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Sports Notes
TOPg-P-

f

THE GLCA:

Emily Moorefield '95

other goal last week and continues to lead the team in scoring
with five goals.

suc-

cessfully defended her title at
the Great Lakes Colleges Association Cross County Meet over
the weekend, finishing first with
, at time of 19:36.

PATTERN DEVELOPING:

continued from back page

The Lady Scot soccer team
has won every other game so
far this season to stand at 4.

quarter, Ohio Wesleyan went for it
on fourth down from the Wooster
21 -- yard line. Hover dropped back
in the pocket when Haas shot around
the end and dropped Hover for a
loss and Wooster took over
possession.
"Matt Haas and Travis Booker
really came up with some big plays
when we needed them most," said
Tucker.
On offense, Smucker played a
strong game, completing
passes for 205 yards. Onthereceiv- ing side, Amstutz caught five passes
for 85 yards.
Tomorrow, Wooster will return
13-ya-

Goalkeeper Paul Elliot '97 suffered an injury early in the Scots'
1 loss to Tiffin (Sept 14) and
was forced to miss Wooster's
game with Bethany (Sept. 17),
marking the first time in his career that he missed a start

Goalkeeper
Susannah
S prong '97 of the Lady Scot

field hockey team is third in the
NCAC with a save percentage
;
of .855.

ASSIST-MAKE-

R:

Setter Sarah Robertson '96
leads the Lady Scot volleyball
team in assists (6.7 per game).

18-of--

MAKING PROGRESS:

.

!

FIRST GOAL:

The Lady Scot volleyball
team (4-needs just one more
win to equal its victory total for
all of last season.

STILL ON TOP:

John RetzJofT '96 added an

up her first collegiate goal over
:the weekend when she scored in
a 2-- 1 victory over Calvin.

rd

30

home for an afternoon contest
against Oberlin. The Yeomen (0-- 2
overall, 1 in the NCAQ were
defeated by Ken yon College last
weekend by a 28-- 0 score. Hiram
defeated Oberlin 43-- 0 in the first

8)

Joanne Garrison '98 picked

week of the season.
The Scots, which hold a
series, were able
lead in the
to defeat the Yeomen 31-- 3 in last
year's meeting.
Oberlin has approximately 22
players on its roster for this season,
many of whom play on both offense
and defense. Leading the way for
the Yeomen is Brandon Myers, who
50-21- -2

COSTLY INJURY:

3--

;

Football
3--

LEADER IN THE NET:

September 23, 1994

0--

from NEWS SERVICES

all-ti-

me

plays tailback on offense and
roverback on defense. First-yeperformer James Parker will run the
ar

offense of coach Pete
Peterson. Another solid performer
is wide receiversafety Jamie Willis.
Kickoff at John P. Papp Stadium
is at 1:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 for
reserved seats, $3 for general admission, $1 for students, and free
for COW students. WKVX-A90.9 will have
960 and WCWS-Flive coverage of the game; it win
also be televised on Clear Picture
Cable in Wooster at 5 p jn.
I-For-

mation

M

M

We've just developed away to mate

rower Maantosn even more nowertui
i

(Buy one now, and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college)

'f

r
..'.ir-'"v- v,

itmCokr
t
.

Not only is the world's fastest Macintosh conipuler availabfe at special lew saxfent pricey
but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For a limited time, buy
a select Power Macintosh and you get software that helps you through every aspect of writing
papers, a personal organizercalendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet
to help you tap into e
research resources. Plus youll get Clans works, an integrated
Q)rn-pani-

on-lin-

on

kit. '

Jitm6in5a.

t

'

Dmitry, fpkCmmC
.
j j
.

package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. Buy a select Power Mac" with
and youU also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. It all comes with
Power Macintosh
the computer that grows with you from college to the professional

CD-RO- M,

-

world. And now, with an Apple Computer Loan, its easier than ever to
own one. Its the power every student needs. The power to be your best!

For further information contact

The Computer Sales Office
202 Taylor Hall, x2252 ,
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Cross country teams take
sixth, third in GLCA meet

f'

By PAUL KINNEY

m

On Saturday the College's cross
country teams were put to an early
season test as they participated in
the Great Lakes Colleges Association Cross Country Championships
at Earlham College in Richmond.
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The meet featured nationally-ranke- d
Wabash College's men's
team and perennial women's power
Hope College, also nationally-ranke- d.

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Lady Scot field hockey team
Keajoa Sept. 17.

b

3-- 3

after a

2-- 0

victory against

The Fighting Scots finished sixth
field, while the
in the nine-tea- m
Lady Scots were third.
In the men's standings. Wabash
ran away with the meet by scoring a
mere 26 points, followed by Hope,
with 74. Kalamazoo was third with
10S, followed by host Earlham
(116). Denison (135). Wooster
(149). Albion (170). Kenyon (173)
andDePauw(199).
Hope easily raked in the women's

Women's field hockey Volleyball
wins, loses f
played

title with a scant 24 points, outdisKenyon (60).
tancing runner-u- p
Wooster was next in third with 78
points, followed by Kalamazoo
(111), DePauw (116). Denison
(141). Ohio Wesleyan (184),
Earlham (247) and Albion (254).
Individually for the Scots,
Philippe Kozub '97 led the way over
course by placing 18th
the five-mi-le
overall with a time of 28:05. Just
Alan
back of Kozub was
Schwartz '95, who was 21st overall
(28:18) after an incredible surge at
the finish line.
Next in line was Josh Baird 98
(28th), followed by Tony Kauke 98
(36th) and Jamie Collins 98 (46th).
"Philippe and Alan did an excellent
job of picking np the slack in the
absence of two of our top five runners," said bead coach Dennis Rice.
"Alan by far ran the best race of his
collegiate career. I was really impressed with the individual effort
everyone put into today's race, es
co-capt- ain

NEWSSERVICES

team will face a i
The Lady Scot field
Conference foes this iwek.'takmk on Denison
(Sept 24).
Wooster is 3 following a 0 loss to Ohio Wesleyan and a 0 victory
against Kenyon last week.
Individually, Katie Doyle 96 leads the way with three goals and one
assist.
Katie Ewig 97 is right behind Doyle with her two goals and one assist
2--

1--

3--

Lady Scot soccer 3-- 4
Washington and Lee (Sept 24) and

NEWSSERVICES

St Mary's (Sept 25).

Melia Arnold 96 leads the team
scoring with two goals and one
conopens
in
which
team,
soccer
Scot
ference play at Denison (Sept 21) assist
Annie Gillespie 98 is next with
and then returns home for the first of
goal and two assists.
one
Memorial
four games at Carl Dale
' mgoaLDeniseDrescher97has
Field.
Wooster. which is 4. will host a save percentage of .800.

It win be a big week for the Lady

3--

NEWSSERVICES
After playing its first 12 matches
on the road, Woosters volleyball
team had their first meet yesterday
against Penn State Behrend.
TheLady Scots are4-- 8 after dropping three of four matches at the
GLCA Tournament over the weekend.
Sarah Robertson pleads the way
with an average of 6.7 assists per
game.
Patty Turning 97 leads the attack
with 23 kills per game.
Carrie Headrick 97 is next at 1.8
kills per game.

DimdooF 3oD?
Play the world's finest golf courses under
one roof (Pebble Beach, Pinehurst,
Dora I, SL Andrews, Belfry, and others)
using your own clubs and real balls.

AnnSardelis'98(44th).

"Beth ran very well in her First big
collegiate race, and JoLynne is com
ing back strong after being abroat
last semester." commented Rice.
Wooster will host its own invita
tional next Saturday on L.C Bole
Golf Course.
"The women race at 11 ajn. an
the men win go at 12 pjn.

of Wooster campus!!! We, the

games.

WAA is all of this, and we hope that it can be much more. You can
become a part of the Women's Athletic Association! Please plan to
attend an informal general meeting on Monday , Sept 26, at 7 pjn. in the
Lowry pit!

pool games

Full String Indoor Golf
149 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, OH 44691
(216)264-470- 0

co-capt- aii

In addition to the"Female Athlete of the Week," WAA also sponsors
team psych-u- p days for all women varsity sports teams, plans outings
for all women on campus and runs the concessions stand at basketball

Available for private parties. Ladies Day,
Senior Citizen, Student discounts.
TV

5--
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VP WAtMetK3Stt4atioQ (WAA) would like to
invite you all to get involved WAA is a support group for all women
on campus. We encourage all sorts of activities: varsity sports,
intramural sports, aerobics, biking, hiking, canoeing, walking, jogging,
spectating
If thesearethmgsthatyouaremterestedin,WAAisthe
organization for you.
This year, WAA wfflpresentaTemale Athlete of the Week" in every
issue of the Voice. Do you know a woman who has recently made a
notable achievement in sport? If so, please nominate them by filling out
a ballot at the Lowry front desk or in the women's locker room in the

Forget the weather. Play a foursome or just
daynight, rain or snow.
practice year-roun--

All-GLC-

Attention all women on the College

offs

I

co-capt- ain

Join WAA...

v

bev

pecially our new guys," added Rice.
On the women's side,
Emily Moorefield 95 easily defended her GLCA title in taking the
race in 19:36, IS seconds ahead of
the next competitor. "Emily rant
real strong, solid race, surging to
front when she had to," said Rice.
Moorefield was backed by the
trio of Michelle Poole, Molly Men
and Julie Heck '97s, each of whoor
by finishing 10th
were
13th and 14th. respectively.
Rounding out the 7 runners wen
Beth Shell '98 in 40th,
JoLynne DeNapoli 95 (42nd) am
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Fighting Scot football team
downed by Ohio Wesleyan
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By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

gave the Bishops a 0 advantage.
Wooster struck back. Quarterback
Jim S mucker 96 rolled out on the
naked bootleg play and hit his tight
end Steve Johnson 97 for a
touchdown pass which knotted the
score at seven with eight minutes
remaining in the first half. The
7--

Despite an improved performance

from a season opening loss to
--

Kalamazoo the week earlier, the
Fighting Scot football team was
defeated
0
by Ohio Wesleyan
on their turf last Saturday. The
Battling Bishops utilized a power-frunning attack and spot passing
21-1-

ul

Smucker to Johnson touchdown

catena."

five-pla-y.

tively dismantle the Scot
dffnwfti

la spite of Ohio
Wesleyan's productive
offensive output, the
Bishops managed only

three

touchdowns.
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said-Tucke-

"Although they Ohio Wesleyan were
dominating on the line, we made some
big plays on defense to keep us in the
ballgame,"
Bob Tucker

Although they Ohio Wesleyan
were dominating on the fine, we
made some big plays on defense to

keep as in the ballgame," said
Tucker.

run

ON

r.

one as it drove the ball
61 yards down the field
in 13 plays. A
field goal by Brent
Marty '96 drew the
Scots to within four at
25-ya- rd

14-1- 0.

Individually,

pornerback
84 yard drive in which every play
was a completed pass. The big play
pass play
in the drive was a
from Smucker to wide receiver Scott
33-ya- rd

Amstutz97.

Travis

Booker 95 and defensive end Matt
Haas 95 played strong games in
Woosters "bend, but not
Booker recorded 10 tackles, broke up two passes and intercepted one. XbeJ3tshopJtad driyea
break-defen-

se.

16 seconds remaining, the Bishops
situation from
faced a
the Wooster 15 yard line. Roverback
Dana Kreeger 9S
and
tipped a pass from Ohio Wesleyan

picked off the Hover pass at his own
line. Haas, meanwhile recorded eight tackles, two for a loss,
and two sacks.
At the beginning of the fourth

quarterback Dan Hover, but the
tipped pass landed right in the hands

please see FOOTBALL, page 10

third-and--

10

tri-capt- ain

15-ya-

rd

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Scot Soccer team handles the ball la a past soccer saatcfc
against Mont Ualoa.

Scot Soccer team
ends 4--i dav road trio
NEWS SERVICES
At lon g last, the Scot soccer team
wiU return home this week foUow-in- g
a four-garoad trip.
After playing at Earlham (Sept.
21), Wooster will take on Marietta
(Sept. 24) at home.
The Scots are 2-- 4 after losses to
me

Game:

The Fighting Scots vs. Oberlin

Date:

Saturday, Sept 24, 1994

Site:

Tiffjn

(3--1)

woeki

oisu3

and Bethany (5-- last
pwjwui.
John Retzloff 96 continues to
lead the team in scoring with five
goals and one assist.
He is joined by players Colin
Ozanne 96 with one goal and three
assists, and Bob Leonard 96 with
two goals.
0)

John P. Papp Stadium (capacity 4,500)

Kickoft:

1:30 pjn.

Broadcast:

960 in Wooster
Clear Picture Cable in Wooster (Delayed 5 pjn.)
WCWS-F90.9 in Wooster
WKVX-A-

M

M

Tickets:

$4 Reserved

$3 General Admision

Series:

$1 Student

Wooster leads

50-21- -2

. iALLAR.NLZ

0

blrw away the competition
in Week Two of the'. Beat
the Experts " contest.
1, ! 2llarc.ee compiled zn
c
: ive 173 record to lead
ira-pr-

all ccr,:?s;zn:s. TcjV::,-so- s
'97 was the only other
contestant "'to", best? the"
as h e went 16-3-. .Tt.a
experts joined a measure cf
e-pt-

xu

revenge, allowing? only

Last Meeting:

Wooster 31, Oberlin 3 on Oct. 9, 1993

The upcominG week in Sports:

MallExr.se and Wilson to

win cut of 1 3 entrants. Expert c f th e 'Week: M&e
IL .: :'. a'ier posted a 15-- 5

Usxi week,- Pcur
-

ct
as th e expert to beat. Those
M
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cross country:
SaL-Woo-

ster

Invite (H) 11

.

Woosters first pos
of the second
half was a successful

reach when running back Brian
Willis ran two yards into he left
aid of the end zone for the last
scoring of the contest
--

12-ya- rd

,:

session

which kept bead coach
BobTocker's Scots (0-- 2
overall, 0--1 in the North
Coast AlhWc Conference) in the
contest fc three quarters. With
225 remaining in the third quarter,
the Bishops pot the game out of

After an early Willis

,

zone.
Following the PAT, the two teams

capped off an impressive

to ran op 434 yards of
total offense and effec-

v

"
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of the Bishops Matt Apel in the end
went to the locker room with the
Bishops up 14--7.
The tipped ball was just one of
those things,"
"We
played good defense on the play and
the guy just happened to be there to

26-ya- rd

.

.

field hockey:

ajn.

SaL-Winen- burg

women's soccer
(A) 12 pan.

&Lee(H)

SaL-Washin- gtoo

230 pjn.
Sun.-S- L

Mary's (H) 12 pjn.

mea's soccer
SaL-Mari-

etta

(H) 12 pjn.
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